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Special Code Enforcement Committee Agenda
April 5, 2021 at 5:00 p.m.
Located in Council Chambers on 2nd floor of Zanesville City Hall
This is a public meeting, but due to COVID-19 personal attendance of the public is not
permitted, but call in information is listed below.
This meeting is for discussion pertaining to the proposed changes to Chapter 13 mainly
dealing with contractor registration and changes to permit fees, and discussion items of
the Code Enforcement Committee for review as follows:

1. Roll Call
2. Approval of Minutes of February 1, 2021.
DISCUSSION ITEMS:
1. Changes to Chapter 13 mainly dealing with contractor
registration and changes to permit fees.
This meeting is an open meeting and the public is invited to attend by telephonic means to join by phone
below or see the coz.org website for other options to view the meeting:
+1-415-655-0001 U.S. Toll
1-844-621-3956 United States Toll Free
Access Code: 126 750 8098
Join from a video conferencing system or application. Open up a web browser and type:
zanesvillecity.webex.com Then type in the meeting number where it says Join Meeting 126 750 8098

CODE ENFORCEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING
Monday, February 1, 2021 at 5:00 p.m.

The following members of the committee answered roll call in person Councilperson Todd Ware and
Councilperson Jan Bradshaw, Acting Chair. Councilperson Rob Sharrer and Councilperson Sandy Gentry
answered by live two-way video and audio Internet conference.
Others present in person were Tim Smith, Code Enforcement Official; Sue Culbertson, Clerk of Council;
and Lisa Hittle to manage the Web-Ex on site from a different room.
Council President Daniel Vincent; Public Safety Director Doug Merry; Councilman Steven Foreman
attended by live two-way video and audio Internet conference.
Miss Bradshaw, Acting Chair, called the Code Enforcement Committee meeting to order.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF NOVEMBER 2, 2020
Mr. Ware moved to approve the minutes of November 2, 2020 as written. It was seconded by Mrs.
Gentry. A voice vote was taken with all in favor. None were opposed. Motion carries. Minutes stand
approved. Mrs. Gentry and Mr. Sharrer voted by telephone.
DISCUSSION ITEMS
1. 600 Block Main St.
Tim Smith: I was able to inspect those two buildings on the 28 th of January. I actually met with Nate’s
father and he let me in the building. I went up on all three floors of 608 and 610. I was able to get
pictures of 606. I didn’t really need to go in 606. He has made some progress as far as the clean- up of
606. I have some photographs here that probably are too many to print out. I will pass these around so
you can look at them. It will give you some indication of what he has done. As far as removing the roof
on 606, you can sort of see what it looked like in 2019 from these pictures and what it looks like today.
He has removed pretty much that entire lower roof section in the back and has most of the ground
floor cleaned off of 606. He has made some progress at 606. However, he really has not done anything
to speak of to 608 or 610. The collapsed sections of the building which we took photographs of clean
back when this started would indicate that very little cleanup of that building has been completed.
There is a section of the roof of the second floor roof that is beginning to sag severely. So even though
he is working at it, I am a little bit concerned about the condition of 608 and 610. He does have the
forward sections of the building as he built some 2X8 walls in there and he does have that stabilized,
but I don’t know how much longer these buildings are going to tolerate the weathering that is taking
place since we discovered this a couple of years ago.
I have had some interest in the property. I had a contractor from Columbus call me about these
properties. I sent him because he did a public records request, and I sent him some information in
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regards to the buildings. At some point the city is just going to have to determine what kind of course
of action they need take. Obviously, we have an active demolition order which I keep extending out
those deadlines as he makes progress. I stated before in this meeting, he is probably the best hope that
we have at this point as long as he is working at it. Essentially it is dragging out much farther than what
I had hoped. Still it hasn’t presented any kind of major hazard at this time. We haven’t had anything
happen that would indicate that the hazard is any more serious now than what it was when we first
discovered this so I am going to give you these pictures and you can look at them.
Jan Bradshaw: Does he work alone in there on that stuff? Does he have a crew?
Tim Smith: Well, I think he works on it as he secures finances. I think his hope was that the City was
going to come up with that $900,000 that we had at one time in Public Safety Committee had talked
about. That was before this went into private hands and essentially at that point the City’s hands were
tied as far as assisting with private projects.
Miss Bradshaw: Does anybody have any questions that they would like to ask about the buildings?
Anybody on the committee?
Mrs. Gentry: Jan, could I ask a question?
Miss Bradshaw: Yes.
Mrs. Gentry: Tim when they took over those buildings, does he have insurance on those buildings?
Tim Smith: No. He has not been able to secure insurance on the buildings because of their condition.
Until he can get them cleaned out and actually stabilize the buildings with some sort of engineered
design he probably isn’t going to be able to get any kind of insurance. If he could get insurance if would
cost more probably than the buildings would be worth at this point.
Miss Bradshaw: Are there any other comments?
Mrs. Gentry: It would be nice in that situation that if it is not worth it or whatnot, but it would be nice
in situations like this if they were required to have insurance and that that be somehow worked into
with the city that if something happens to those places the insurance would be turned over to the city.
Mr. Smith: Yes, that is something that the Law Director and City Council are going to have to pass. We
tried to get something like that passed when we did our property registration a few years ago and the
banks fought it because they were afraid it would deter development, but it has been a hindrance to
us. We really need to when people buy these downtown buildings; we need to hold them accountable.
They need to be in my estimation required to file some sort of performance bond with the City that
would indicate that they are going to finish the project in a set amount of time. If that doesn’t happen,
then that bond would be forfeited and we could actually get that done. We need to consider some sort
of code change that would require that in the future. That is something that the Law Director and City
Council probably should take a look at.
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Mrs. Gentry: Can you talk to the Law Director about it? Thank you.
No action needed at this time.
Miss Bradshaw: Are there any other comments or questions? Alright we will move on to the next item
on our agenda, the demolition of the Kemp properties update.
2. Demolition/Kemp Properties
Tim Smith: For 2020 the City demolished 25 structures and we have another five under contract.
I have thirteen in the paperwork process and this is gradually slowing down. We are working with the
county prosecutor very closely trying to identify these properties early in the process and Dennis has
been very aggressive about foreclosing and selling these properties.
We’ve also been able to allow some of the owners to actually sell properties that we have had under
contract when they found somebody that was actually interested in rehabilitating the property. For
instance, 255 Mead, was bid out and under contract and a gentleman called me and wanted to
purchase that property. He submitted a plan for restoration and we allowed him to purchase that
under that agreement. If you go over by there now, you will see he has made significant progress on
the property. He has repaired the foundation, he put a new front porch on, new stone around the front
door, new front entry, he is rebuilding the floors inside and I have been doing inspections as he pulled
all the permits. So, that is exciting.
Another one that actually sold at Sheriff’s sale was 1165 Putnam. (A correction made to address is
Putnam as it should have been 1065 not 1165) If you are out and about go by and look at that one
because that one is pretty much also restored. It went from an absolute disgrace to the neighborhood
and now it is coming into shape where it is going to become a beautiful home. So these things can
work. We just need to put the pieces of the puzzle together. We are getting a little bit more aggressive
by not tearing them down as opposed to making them available and using the avenues that we have.
The Land Bank has taken a couple of them that we were going to take down and they will try to sell
those. So, hopefully this will come together and we can slow down. It is a necessity when they get to a
certain point, but if we can salvage them early in the process then we can save them. So that is really
what we are working toward on the demolitions. Hopefully, coming up in these coming years, this year
and next, this process will continue to work the way it has. We will have less and less of these that we
have to tear down. There are still going to be some that we are going to need to take down. They just
are in bad enough shape they can’t be rehabbed. We have had a couple of them that were bought at
Sheriff Sales and then essentially when the people found out there was a demolition order on them
and I went through with them and told them what they needed to do and they literally said I can’t
afford to do this. They didn’t really know what they were doing when they bought it. So, we have
encouraged a lot of them now to get ahold of us. Talk to us about these properties. We can pretty
much tell them what needs to be done. That way they will have an idea of what kind of investment
they are going to have in the properties. Listen, if they can get a house for $1,000 bucks it is worth
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putting $30,000 or $35,000 in so they have something of $60,000 or $70,000 value. So essentially that
is where we are at with these.
As far as the Kemp properties, the court receiver of the Kemp properties essentially is trying to sell all
of those. They want to get out from underneath them. I think the turn around that they anticipated is
not there. We have had to file citations on a number of them and we haven’t had any success of
getting these properties in the hands of the people who live there. We really are making every effort to
try to keep these people from being displaced. We haven’t had much success in them getting any
repairs done or even getting the properties cleaned up. They essentially just took them. The bad thing
is if you look at the Auditor’s site they still say they belong to the City of Zanesville. So, any time we cite
somebody in that neighborhood they point to the property that we own, even though we technically
don’t own it. That is the appearance people get because we are listed as the owner on the Auditor’s
website.
Four of the thirteen properties that I am working on right now in active paperwork are Kemp
properties. They weren’t involved in the foreclosure. They are either directly owned by John Kemp or
his son or associates who were directly tied into him. So, even though twenty-four of them might have
been forfeited he owned fifty-six and most of those are in the city so we still have a massive problem
on our hands with those properties. When I get in them, when tenants call and complain they are just
in horrible in condition. Unfortunately, Mr. Kemp, provided housing for people who couldn’t get
housing anywhere else. They don’t care about the house, they don’t care about the neighborhood.
That is the problem. You can’t instill something in them that they don’t want instilled. So, we just have
a real problem with all those properties. That is not going to go away. So, we will be dealing with them
for an extended period of time.
I have had relators contact me in regards to the ones that were forfeited. In fact, I talked to a
gentleman today who is interested in a couple of them. I think those will eventually be sold. There are
a couple of them. One is on Eastman Street and one on Swingle Street that really need to come down.
We have had to file paperwork on those so whether we end up taking them down or somebody takes
them down as a result of a package deal with the Receiver, I am not sure how that will work out, but
any way those are still actively causing the city issues. So, we are dealing with them basically the best
we can from that stand point. That sort of brings us up to date on where we are at on demolitions and
where are at on the Kemp properties.
No action needed at this time.
Tim Smith: So if nobody has any questions about that we will move just to the general idea of Code
Enforcement and I will give you kind of an update on our Litter and Property Preservation Officer that
we put in to service last year.
Miss Bradshaw: Does anybody have any questions along the demolition or the Kemp properties?
Todd Ware: The receivership, do they have all the properties that are in that or do you have properties
that are Kemp properties still? That belonged to them?
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Tim Smith: No, we have none that belonged to them.
Todd Ware: They are in receivership.
Tim Smith: Yes, the receivership basically was awarded all of those properties. They just never
transferred them to their name. So when you go to the Auditor’s site they still say the owner is the City
of Zanesville.
Todd Ware: So some of these guys who want to buy properties they still have to go through you?
Tim Smith: No, No they go directly through the receiver. They essentially have title. I just don’t know
why they haven’t transferred them on the Auditor’s site. I wish they would or somebody would force
them to do it so that when people look it up it doesn’t say that we own them. I get people all the time
call me and want to buy them. I just have to put them in contact with the receiver. They respond, well
it says you own them. Yes it does, but we don’t really.
Miss Bradshaw: Are there any more questions? Alright, go ahead, Tim.
3.

Code Enforcement and Litter and Property Preservation Update
Code Enforcement and Litter and Property Preservation Update

Tim Smith: On Code Enforcement, in general, we are going to begin this year; Doug and I have
discussed it, the Mayor and I have discussed it. We are going to begin filing citations on businesses this
year. This is something we haven’t done in the past in an effort to encourage the improvement of the
overall appearance of our community. So we are going to target certain things just trying to get
businesses to be aware of their responsibilities when it comes to the overall appearance of their
business itself. So we have some issues on Linden Avenue and some other places that we need to deal
with and we have sort of turned away from that. That is what we were instructed to do when I took
this over. Well, the feeling is that it is not really fair to not make a business clean up when we are
asking the residents to do it. So, we will begin looking at that and actively doing that this year.
Frankly, I am going to be leaving this year at some point. So over the next few months that I am here
or however long that will be; I am going to concentrate the last few months of my tenure on the
downtown area. I have been asked to do this by several people. So, I am going to do my best to see if
we can get people off their lees and get them to work on some of these downtown buildings that they
are letting deteriorate so that we don’t run into the same situation that we are in on Main Street. I am
going to actively concentrate my efforts in that area over the last few months I am here and then
whoever takes over for me can pick up that ball and move with it down the road.
• Property Preservation Officer
Tim Smith: As far as our Property Preservation, Ronnie Grant came on board last year and he has done
a wonderful job for us. He works full time. We actually hired a winter seasonal this year so they have
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been doing a lot, I mean a lot of trash cleanups. Sometimes, literally he has to follow and I am not
pointing fingers at sanitation, because sanitation just doesn’t have time to clean up. We have a real
problem in the Putnam area. People set their trash out and then the homeless go down through there
at night, cut the bags open, sort through it, and scatter it everywhere. My people are following the
trash pickup. Essentially, it is the owners’ responsibility to keep that cleaned up and they are frankly
getting tired of it. I talked to a guy for quite a while today about that issue. He is fed up with it. He is
fed up getting cited by the city to clean up something that he doesn’t cause and other neighbors down
there are telling us the same thing.
When they call the police, they just sort of brush it off, but essentially on trash nights we need to work
with the PD and they need to patrol those alleys to make sure this isn’t happening because it is. I’m not
saying that every individual is innocent and that all homeless persons are guilty on every case, but we
have a problem down there. Trying to keep those alleys clean is very difficult and we are sending
Ronnie down there constantly. We are keeping that area as clean as we possibly can. In my travels out
and about whenever I see a street that needs cleaned I give it to him and he gets it on his list. He gets it
cleaned up. Some streets he is doing on about a bi-weekly basis by going back and getting trash.
So he is doing what we anticipated him doing. He is keeping the houses secured that we need secured.
He monitors those. In his trips around he checks the houses to make sure that they are still secure so
we are protecting the integrity of those homes by having someone who is constantly monitoring the
security of those houses. Then he runs the weed crew in the summer time. So, I want to thank the
administration and Council for approving that position. I believe it has been an asset to what we have
been able to accomplish in Code Enforcement because we have sent him on a number of things. He
has helped the cemetery division clean up an area over there at the Woodlawn Cemetery. So we have
interacted with the street department, sanitation, cemetery, and of course we always around
Memorial Day our crew always helps them mow. I am sure the new director of Parks and Cemetery will
work closely with him as well, So that position has paid dividends for the city and I wanted to make the
Code Committee aware of that. Are there any questions in that regard or just in the overall Code
Enforcement process or property preservation update?
Todd Ware: I have one question and maybe an issue versus a question. Coopermill Manor, which is a
federal property, right? They used to be able to keep it clean. It really is a racket. All that trash blows
off of Coopermill Manor and blows onto Pershing Road right there on the hillside by the cemetery. Is
there anyway someone could contact the director over at Coopermill Manor to see if they could kind of
police up their trash better?
Tim Smith: We essentially have the same problem there as we have down on Woodlawn and Putnam
area. It is the same situation. People are going through that trash. Right now we allow people to put
trash out the day before and the law actually says twelve hours. At some point we may have to begin
to enforce the twelve hour restrictions to hold down that type of activity. It is very difficult because
you know when you have a Friday pickup and you ride down any street on Thursday you will see trash
out everywhere any time during the day on Thursday. A lot of it is due to when people work. Some
people work at night so they put their trash out before they go to work at 1:00 or 2:00 in the
afternoon. It sits there until it is picked up the next morning so it invites that type of activity especially
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if it is in areas where it is out of view. We need to crack down on people going through people’s trash.
We have that problem and then I will tell you another big problem is the crows. We have so many
crows here anymore. I was down on Pershing today and people had their trash bagged up in the cans
and there were probably forty crows in there. They were just ripping those bags apart and pulling the
stuff out. It looked like people going through it. That is what the crows were doing. So you know you
can’t blame it all on human activity when raccoons and crows and all the others. Again that is where
the tight fitting lids, the bags, and so forth come in. It is a requirement. It’s a problem. Again, we send
Ronnie to those areas constantly to keep them cleaned. My Code officers are actually following and
patrolling alleys a day or two after the trash pickup just to make sure that people aren’t sitting stuff out
as soon as the city picks it up. We are citing people constantly for sitting their trash out early as we are
trying to keep this blowing trash at a minimum. I hope that answers your question.
Jan Bradshaw: Can I ask something? A lot of times I will be driving around and I have seen couches and
stuff that have been sitting out there like maybe a couple of weeks or so. Do people not know they can
call and have those picked up?
Tim Smith: They don’t. We cite for it and they said we sat it out and sanitation didn’t pick it up. Well,
we say did you call for a special pickup. They say well, I didn’t know I had to. A lot of times when we file
that citation we send a copy of the sanitation regulations with it so they know what the requirements
are. They know what they have to call for and we try to do that to educate them. Again, it’s not a
priority with them so sometimes they forget the next week. You can only call the day before. So that is
a problem. We had furniture down on Schaum Avenue for almost a month and finally I just sent Ronnie
down and said go down and get it cleaned up.
Miss Bradshaw: Does anybody have any questions at home?
Sandy Gentry: I don’t have a question, but I would like to say thank you for picking up the businesses
along with the homes. I think particularly like the streets that we don’t have the weeds on the
sidewalks or trim the landscaping, and things. It makes a big difference in how your city looks to
people. So I am happy about taking on businesses also and it will be good for balance.
Tim Smith: I just hope they take it in the right frame of mind. So, we might do a soft approach at first
just sending them a letter and some photographs and then if needed we will go the citation route, but
more likely we will try the soft approach first. We don’t want to run businesses off, but we also want to
hold them accountable.
Miss Bradshaw: Alright, do you want to move on to number four?
4. Changes to Chapter 13 mainly dealing with contractor registration and changes to permit
fees.
Tim Smith: the last thing on the agenda are the permit fee changes that we are looking at. Sue sent out
the final drafts of these. I noticed when I went to print them out that I had made a mistake on one
item.
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The new one was not sent out by the clerk.
Tim Smith: If you look on the proposed Residential New Construction application under detached
accessory structures I had inadvertently when I was typing I didn’t put the right information in there.
So, it says $2.00 per square foot which is outrageous because a 24X24 garage would end up being
$1,500 for the permit. That is not what I intended. So, essentially it is the inspection fee for detached
accessory structures the square footage fee is the same as what new construction would be. It is just
the application fee is less on that. So, I sent a new one to Sue and she will hopefully get that out to you
so you can see that change. That is the only change that I found in there. So, essentially we are looking
at maybe the fee changes. I have been working on this for a considerable amount of time.
I have been doing a lot of research. All of them, basically; we haven’t changed these fees for a number
of years. We are trying to get them to represent what the work is that we actually do. Right now we
charge $50 for a roof and $50 for siding and $50 for a deck. Well, on a roof we don’t have to do a plan
review and we normally only do one inspection and that is a $50 fee. Well, on a deck we have to do a
plan review and we have to do three inspections. It doesn’t make sense for a deck to be the same fee
as a roof. We are changing these around basically to cover what we actually do in regards to the permit
fees.
There are some major changes in the barricade fees. I went over these with Ike. We lose money on
them. We will still lose money on the barricades because of the amount of stuff that we lose, but the
barricade fees will better represent the expense that we have in providing those things when we have
to block off streets for whatever reason. So, anyway those are the proposals. There are four there that
you should have. The Residential New Construction Application, the Residential Alteration Application,
the Barricade, and the Demolition Application are there.
Everything that is changed or added I think I tried to get in red so you can see that. There is a lot of
new language in the barricade permit. Some of that we are already utilizing. We are just using the
same fees on that end of it. So, this is going to take almost a complete rewrite of Chapter 13 and the
Law Director told me he would do this so I have to get him all of this information and that whole
section is going to need to be rewritten. There are a lot of things in there that we haven’t done; we
weren’t doing them the way the ordinance describes since I got here. It is just we haven’t been doing
some of the things that are contained in the Ordinances. So we need to get all that rectified in this
process. So, that whole section really needs to be upgraded and reworked.
Then one of the other changes in conjunction with the fee changes is a contractor registration
program. Essentially, what I sent you was and there were a couple of cities that I researched in Ohio
that do this. Columbus has a very comprehensive program. I just listed some of the highlights of their
program and some of the things that they require. The City of Lancaster which is closer to the City of
Zanesville in size also has a contractor registration program and again, I listed most of the highlights on
the handout there of what is in their registration program. I found one in Summit County, Colorado
which was just a general. It really didn’t have any requirements with it. It was just pay your money and
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get put on a list. When I researched they really didn’t require other than requiring liability insurance
they really didn’t have anything else with it.
We currently register electrical contractors. The City for years administered an electrical testing
program. We basically had an apprentice, a journeyman, and a master program which people could go
through, test, and our electrical inspector used to administer this. When I first got here Mike Smith
took care of this testing program. He actually wrote the exam. He graded it. It was based upon you had
to have so many years’ experience in order to get these. We have a number of master electricians that
still utilize that license in the City of Zanesville. We haven’t done it the way the ordinance states for
years. Basically, there is supposed to be an electrical board, examiners that do this, and we weren’t
and when I started reading the ordinances in regards to upgrading this, we really aren’t doing this. A
couple of years ago when Craig took over, he wanted to get out of the testing business. He felt it was
sort of a liability to the City. So, we have had Mid-East Ohio Adult Educational Program administering
this test in conjunction with their electrical classes. We still register when a person takes their class and
passes it. We register them as a journeyman electrician which allows them with that card to work in a
variety of places. Then after five years they can take the Masters test and they can actually pull permits
through our department to do residential work is the way it has been set up. Those are the only people
we register.
I don’t really think, and I have had a number of people approach me and Scott Brown has asked me
and brought this up in a meeting. We have been thinking about it for a long time, but we need to put
our contractors on the same playing field. There are a lot of good contractors out there that have
everything they need. They have the experience, they have the liability insurance, they have the
Workers Comp, and they take care of all of these things. So they are what I call legitimate businesses. I
am not saying that people in the construction business don’t run legitimate businesses, but there are a
lot of people out there that don’t have insurance and they don’t pay the workers compensation. What
people don’t realize is when they send you in to get a permit and tell you to list yourself as the
contractor and then you hire them to do the work; you are putting yourself at risk because you are
assuming responsibility not only for them, but their workers. If somebody gets hurt on your property
and they go in to file a workers comp claim, guess who they are coming back on? They are coming back
on that homeowner because they listed themselves as the contractor on that building permit
application which is a legal document and is a public record.
So we basically want to take that onus off of the homeowner and come up with a registration
where we would have the requirements of liability insurance and proof of workers compensation.
Whether we require a performance bond or not is something the administration and Council needs to
look at, but we definitely need to look at the experience, liability insurance, and workers compensation
and making sure they have all of those things in place before we will actually allow them to do work in
the City regardless if they pull the permit or the home owner pulls the permit. When they are going to
hire somebody they need to hire somebody that has those components and that they are registered
with the city of Zanesville.
Once they are registered with us then we plan on publishing that information on the city’s
website. So someone could actually go to the website and see a list of contractors and the various
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fields, because they can register as a general contractor, or as a specialized home improvement and
just do roofing, siding, or whatever they want to select on there. We can even expand this into tree
trimming because again that is a dangerous occupation. It doesn’t really have anything to do with the
building code, but you could include that in there. I am asking City Council to look at this. We need to
get this submitted for at least these fee changes. I don’t want to leave this out there hanging for the
new guy to have to undertake all of this because then the first thing they would say is he comes in here
new and the first thing he does is raise all the fees. Well, I would rather shoulder that responsibility on
my way out than put it on somebody on their way in.
I have been able to do the research and come up with what I think is something very practical. As far as
the registration these changes need to be made. One of the things we want to do with the electrical
contractors is we want to maintain that licensing program that we have started. So essentially, an
electrical contracting company would have to have a minimum of at least one state licensed employee
and then they could register with us and then each individual state licensed electrician who wanted to
register with us to get residential permits they could do that for just $25.00 because they already have
to pay the state for their license. We would keep our master and journeyman registration in place at
least for a few years to allow for the people that have tested into the journeyman to get their masters
license. So we may phase that out over a period of time, but right now we want to blend that in and
actually get this language in the code so that we are operating the way the code says we need to
operate. So essentially that is the break down. I would like to say all of this is going to be incorporated
into an ordinance.
I know it is a lot of information to chew on so if you have any questions I will either answer them the
best I can, but this is something that we need to take into consideration and get in the form of an
ordinance to get it before City Council. I’d really like at some point for the Code Committee to consider
voting on these fee changes so that I know I have the backing of at least the Code Committee when we
introduce that and then at some point on the contractor registration proposal as well. We really
probably need to put all of these together at some point and my goal is to have it submitted and
approved sometime before I leave in July or August. Whenever that is going to be so that I can work
through the process with the committee and City Council. Then once it is passed we can pick an
implementation date. We can push it out to the first of the 2021 or make it active once the legislation is
passed. That is up to City Council from that standpoint. It is something that needs to get done and like I
say it sort of beings us in line.
We are in no ways close to the boarding counties as far as what their fees are. We have a $2 million
dollar home going up on Joe’s Run and I think the permit was less than $2,000. In Licking County that
same permit would have been almost $7,000. So that is the discrepancy of where we are at. I have done
probably forty inspections on that house because it is so huge that they have had to do it in phases. So I
had to do framing for the first floor, framing for the second floor, framing for the attic, and framing for
the garage. I have done I think six framing inspections just on the framing out there. So, that is why we
need to basically bring this in line a little bit more with what we actually are doing on some of these
projects. So, I know that is a lot of information and if you have any questions on that I will be glad to
answer them.
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Mr. Ware: On these proposed changes that are in red, so everything in red is going to be changed on
this proposed form, right?
Tim Smith: Right.
Todd Ware: The only mistake you had was on this $2.00 error.
Tim Smith; Yes, under the Residential New Construction the Detached Accessory Structure right now
says $2.00 a square foot. It is supposed to say plan review and inspections fees are $15.00 per 100
square feet. It is the same as the new construction on room additions, new family dwellings up above.
It is the same fee structure.
Mr. Ware: So you want to hit these forms together and then present them.
Tim Smith: These all have to go into ordinance form. Chapter 1300 basically prescribed all of those fees
so all of this information needs to be put into ordinance form, yes.
Mr. Ware: Do you want me to make a motion on that?
Jan Bradshaw: Do we have to wait on the ordinance to make a motion.
Mr. Ware: Just a recommendation?
Tim Smith: Yes, I want a recommendation as there is no sense of me having Scott write the ordinance if
the Code Committee is not going to approve it. If the Code Committee doesn’t approve it then Council
is not going to approve it.
Mr. Ware: I will make a motion to draw up an ordinance based on these forms.
Miss Bradshaw: Do I hear a second on that recommendation?
Mr. Ware: We are supposed to sign on this and he is trying to get it done before he gets out of office.
Miss Bradshaw: Right.
Mr. Ware: So it needs to happen.
Miss Bradshaw: Does anybody have any questions that is on the committee?
Mr. Sharrer: I think and I agree that we need to make the recommendation and have these drafted in
ordinance form. I think and I indicated there is an awful lot of information to be digested and we
probably with issue put this to a recommendation at the next meeting or we could have a special
meeting. Don’t you think, Tim if we could have a special meeting maybe next month? At that point in
time we could form a recommendation to Council as a Whole.
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Tim Smith: Well, if we have another meeting scheduled for I think it is May. I mean what I would like
the committee to do is to chew this over and make any kind of recommendations they want to me or
to the administration and either what they think is out of line or what they would like to see changed
or what they would like to see added. I just don’t want David to go through writing it and then have to
change it.
Mr. Sharrer: So you don’t need or want that type necessarily, do you?
Tim Smith: I am not asking you to and I am not necessarily asking you to approve it, but do you
understand what I am saying? I really don’t want David to draw up the whole ordinance and then
Mr. Sharrer: You don’t want to wait until May to make a decision?
Tim Smith: Yes. So if you want to chew it over and we can call a special meeting just to discuss this I
don’t have a problem with that, but our next meeting is scheduled in May. I would essentially, as the
transition in my job; I am not sure because it is up in the air right now. I don’t know when the new guy
is going to start exactly. My original plan was to work through July, but you know that could change
because I want this to happen very smoothly and I don’t want any issues so we can wait until the new
guy comes on board, but I just didn’t want to dump this in his lap. That is basically why I brought this
up in this meeting right now so that you would have some time to maul it over. I appreciate what Todd
is doing, but at some point I am going to need Code Committee’s blessing before we move forward
with it and at least their input. If you don’t agree with some of it or you think it is out of line, or
whatever; then bring that up. Ask me what my reasoning is behind this. I mean, we just didn’t draw
this out of thin air. We have looked at it and compared it.
Mr. Sharrer: I know you and your staff have spent a lot of time researching the surrounding areas and
how we compare to all of those counties that we are as you mentioned. You are out doing six or eight
inspections that were unpaid on every one of them let alone being paid for all of them. So, I would like
if it is ok with the committee I would like to maybe have you chew it over for a little bit and have each
of us to have the opportunity to talk to Tim first.
Tim Smith: I even thought about in some cases which might be necessary at some point of putting a
maximum number of inspections on a project so when you get into something like we got into out
there on Oak Meadow Lane. If the contractor is wanting all of these second hand inspections and you
get to a certain point then after that they are going to have to start paying for them. But then on the
other side of that is, at least he is calling for them and I am able to put eyes on them before they are
covered up. Because this is not only something we have to do because we are a certified building
department, but it is something that we do that protects the safety of the public. We can make sure
these things are being built to the way they were actually designed to be built and that is essentially
what we are trying to do with this is just cover a lot of our expenses that we have with the association
with it.
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Mr. Sharrer: Right. Madam Chairwoman, I would like to make a motion to give the Code Committee
some time to chew this over and maybe reconvene to a special meeting with our recommendations at
that point in time that first week of March.
Mr. Ware seconded the motion.
Miss Bradshaw: We have a motion and a second. We will come back in March.
Tim Smith said that works for him.
Miss Bradshaw: Thank you, Rob.
Mr. Sharrer: Thank you.
Miss Bradshaw: All in favor say aye.
A voice vote was taken with all being in favor. None were opposed. Motion carries.
Miss Bradshaw: So we will meet the first Monday in March or whatever is available.
Mr. Ware: They will put this into ordinance form after we meet so changes can be made before we go
any farther.
Tim Smith: Right, that is what I would like to have. If we are going to make changes let’s do it while it is
drafted before we actually put it into ordinance form. That is what we are looking for.
Miss Bradshaw: Are there any other questions or any other business? Can I get a motion for
adjournment?
Mr. Ware moved to adjourn. It was seconded by Mr. Sharrer. A voice vote was taken with all being in
favor. None were opposed. Motion carried.
The meeting adjourned about 5:52 p.m.

___________________________________
Susan Culbertson, Clerk

________________________________
Jan Bradshaw, Acting Chairperson
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The City of Zanesville
Public Safety Department
Building and Code Enforcement
401 Market Street, Zanesville, Ohio 43701
Phone: (740) 617-4890

Don Mason
Mayor

Doug Merry
Director

PROPOSED
BARRICADE PERMIT APPLICATION: Application Number: _______________________

Invoice Number: ___________________________

Barricade Location: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Applicants Name ______________________________________ Address: ________________________________________________________________________
Phone # _________________ cell # _____________________ Email: _____________________________________________________________________________
Effective Date(s) of Closure: Beginning ________________ through _______________ Hours of Closure: Beginning ______________ ending ________________
BARRICADE PERMITS ARE ISSUED BY THE DEPRTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY FOR THE FOLLOWING: The temporary closure of any public way
including; streets, alleys or Sidewalks adjacent to a City Street, for Construction Activities, Deliveries (Exceeding 30 minutes), Demolition Activities, Trash
Containers, Tree Work and Special Events.
Applications and payment must be received a minimum of 72 hours in advance of the requested time for a standard barricade placement. Specialty Barricade request to
be furnished by the City must be submitted a minimum of five (5) business days in advance. In the event of the necessity of an emergency barricade of any public way
notify the Zanesville Police Department at 740-455-0700 Ext 0.
Application fee is Non-Refundable
Barricade Permits for Special Events may also require an application for a Noise Ordinance Permit.
Barricades furnished and placed by the applicant must give clear and concise information warning the public of the approved closure and may only be placed during the
times approved and extend to include the areas approved by the Department of Public Safety.
Barricades furnished by the City of Zanesville for placement are the responsibility of the applicant. Barricades must be placed by the applicant during the times
approved by the Department of Public Safety and may only extend to include the areas approved. Applicant may be charged a replacement fee for any lost, stolen or
damaged barricades. Barricades are normally delivered the day before and picked up the day after the requested barricade dates.

The undersigned herby acknowledges that as the applicant they are the owner, the owner’s agent or the party of responsibility and
understands and agrees to comply with the information and conditions stated above.

Signature of Applicant _________________________________________________

Title ______________________ Date ___________________

FEE SUMMARY
_____ Barricades Provided by Applicant

$50.00

_____ Barricades Provided by City (Limit 6 Barrels and 2 signs—One Occurrence)

$100.00

_____ Specialty Barricades Provided by the City (Electronic or excessive needs etc.)

$200.00

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE: CITY OF ZANESVILLE
401 Market Street, Zanesville, OH 43701

Special Requirements: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Comments:______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Department of Public Safety Approval: ______________________________ Date: ______________________

The City of Zanesville
Public Safety Department
Building and Code Enforcement
401 Market Street, Zanesville, Ohio 43701
Phone: (740) 617-4890

Don Mason
Mayor

Doug Merry
Director

PROPOSED
DEMOLITION APPLICATION: RESIDENTIAL _____; COMMERCIAL _____; ACCESSORY ______
Application Number: ________________________________

Invoice Number: _______________________________________

Project Address______________________________________

Contractor_____________________________________________

Owner’s Name ______________________________________

Company Name ________________________________________

Owner’s Address_____________________________________
NO PO BOXES
City __________________State _______ZIP ______________

Address_______________________________________________

Phone # _________________ cell # _____________________

Phone # ___________________ cell # ______________________

Email: _____________________________________________

Email: ________________________________________________

City ____________________State ______ZIP _______________

Project Description: Number of Stories _______; Construction Type ________________________ Estimated Square Footage _______________
Primary reason for Demolition: ____________________________________________________________________________________
The undersigned herby acknowledges that they are the owner or the owner’s agent and agrees to comply with the following: All Ordinances
and Demolition Specifications of the City of Zanesville in regards to the removing and legal disposing of materials from the above described
structure(s), Property Restoration, Sewer Closure and Required Inspection; All laws of the State of Ohio.
Signature of Applicant _________________________________________________

Title ______________________ Date ___________________

Verification Requirements: The approval and permit to begin demolition is contingent upon the verification of utility disconnects and
proof of Liability Insurance or Bond by the owner and/or contractor.
Insurance or Bond Provider: __________________________________________________ Liability Limit: _____________________________
Please provide Signatures from the following utility company representatives to verify disconnects:
Water: _____________________________________________ Date: _______________ Time: ___________
Gas: _______________________________________________ Date: _______________ Time: ___________
Electric: ____________________________________________ Date: _______________ Time: ___________

FEE SUMMARY
_____ Residential
_____ Commercial
_____ Accessory Structure < 400 sq.ft.
_____ Penalty (Residential Demolition commenced prior to approval)
_____ Penalty (Commercial Demolition Commenced prior to approval)
Total Permit Fee

$75.00
$200.00
$25.00
$375.00
$600.00
$ _________

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE: CITY OF ZANESVILLE
401 Market Street, Zanesville, OH 43701
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Special Requirements: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Building Official Approval: ______________________________ Date: ______________________

The City of Zanesville
Public Safety Department
Building and Code Enforcement
401 Market Street, Zanesville, Ohio 43701
Phone: (740) 617-4890

Don Mason
Mayor

Doug Merry
Director

PROPOSED
RESIDENTIAL ALTERATIONS/ HVAC/ ELECTRICAL APPLICATION

APP. NO _____________________

Project Address______________________________________

Contractor__________________________________________

Owner’s Name ______________________________________

Company Name _____________________________________

Owner’s Address_____________________________________

Address ___________________________________________

NO PO BOXES

City __________________State _______ZIP _____________

City ____________________State ______ZIP ____________

Phone # _________________ cell # _____________________

Phone # _________________ cell # _____________________

Email: ____________________________________________

Email: _____________________________________________

Estimated Construction Cost __________________________

Alterations in Historic Districts may require approval prior
to the issuance of plan approval and permit.
Historic District:__________________________
Zoning Approval No.______________________

Signature of Applicant _______________________________
Title ______________________ Date ___________________

•ROOF: FEE: $75.00 PLUS .75 STATE OF OHIO FEE (1%)

TOTAL FEE $75.75

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: _______________________________________________________________________________________
CHECK ALL APPLICABLE ITEMS
ROOF TYPE:
SHINGLE____RUBBER____ROLLED_____METAL_____SLATE_____TILE_____SHAKES_____OTHER___________
ACCOCIATED ITEMS AND /OR WORK:
ICE GUARD_____DRIP EDGE_____UNDERLAYMENT_____REPLACE ROOF DECK_____
STRUCTURAL REPAIRS ______
MANUFACTURER’S INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS REQUIRED ONSITE FOR ALL INSPECTIONS_____________________________

•SIDING: FEE: $75.00 PLUS .75 STATE OF OHIO FEE (1%)

TOTAL FEE $75.75

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: ___________________________________________________________________________________
CHECK ALL APPLICABLE ITEMS
WOOD_____ METAL _____ VINYL _____ STUCCO _____ BRICK ______ STONE ______ OTHER ________________
WEATHER BARRIER _____ WEEP HOLES/TUBES _____ STRUCTURAL REPAIRS PRIOR TO APPLICATION OF
EXTERIOR FINISH __________ DESCRIBE REPAIRS ______________________________________________________
MANUFACTURER’S INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS REQUIRED ONSITE FOR ALL INSPECTIONS
OVER

•HVAC: FEE: $75.00 PLUS .75 STATE OF OHIO FEE (1%)

TOTAL FEE $75.75

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:____________________________________________________________________________
CHECK ALL APPLICABLE ITEMS
NEW AIR HANDLER/FURNACE:
FUEL TYPE: NAT. GAS ____ LP GAS ____ OIL ____ ELECTRIC ____ OTHER _____
EXTERIOR UNITS:
AIR CONDITIONER ____ HEAT PUMP ____ SOLAR _____ ROOF TOP UNIT ______
ADDITIONAL UNIT TYPES:
WOOD BURNER ____ BOILER ____ OTHER ____
ASSOCIATED WORK:
NEW SUPPLY LINES _____ NEW VENT _____ NEW CHIMNEY _____ CHIMNEY LINER ______
MANUFACTURER’S INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS REQUIRED ONSITE FOR ALL INSPECTIONS

•STRUCTURAL: FEE: $75.00 PLUS .75 STATE OF OHIO FEE (1%)

TOTAL FEE $75.75

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:__________________________________________________________________________ _
PROJECT INVOLVES THE FOLLOWING COMPONENTS:
CHECK ALL APPLICABLE ITEMS
FOUNDATION ____ FLOOR STRUCTURE____ WALLS ____ ROOF STRUCTURE _____ WINDOWS ____
DOORS ____ FIRE DAMAGE ____ TERMITE DAMAGE ______ TRAVEL PATTERN ______ ROOM SIZES ______
ROOM TYPES _____ SOLAR PANEL INSTALLATION _______

•ELECTRICAL FEE: $35 PLUS .35 STATE OF OHIO FEE (1%)

TOTAL FEE $35.35

(SERVICE RECONNECT INSPECTION FEE)

•ELECTRICAL FEE: $75.00 PLUS .75 STATE OF OHIO FEE (1%)

TOTAL FEE $75.75

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: __________________________________________________________________________________
PROJECT INVOLVES THE FOLLOWING COMPONENTS:
CHECK ALL APPLICABLE ITEMS
NEW METER ____ NEW ENTRANCE CABLE ____ NEW GROUND(S) ____ NEW PANEL ____ : SIZE

amp

TOTAL REWIRE ____ ADDITIONAL FIXTURES ____ ADDITIONAL CIRCUITS ____ SERVICE RECONNECT ONLY _____
SMOKE DETECTORS ____ CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTORS ______ SOLAR ______ POOL/HOT TUB _____OTHER ____
ALL ELECTRICAL WORK MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE OWNER OR A LICENSED ELECTRICIAN REGISTERED WITH
THE CITY OF ZANESVILLE. ALL WORK SHALL CONFORM TO THE NFPA 70 2017 NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE.

FEE SUMMARY
FEE SUBTOTAL
1% STATE OF OHIO FEE
INSPECTION FEE
CONTRACT/ RE-INSPECTION FEE
TOTAL FEES

$_______
$_______
$_______
$_______
$_______

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE: CITY OF ZANESVILLE

CONTRACT INSPECTIONS OR ADDITIONAL INSPECTIONS REQUIRED AS A RESULT OF NON-COMPLIANT WORK
SHALL BE $100.00. THE REQUEST FOR THE INSPECTION MUST BE IN WRITING AND THE FEE SHALL BE PAID
PRIOR TO THE INSPECTION.

The City of Zanesville
Public Safety Department
Building and Code Enforcement
401 Market Street, Zanesville, Ohio 43701
Phone: (740) 617-4890

Don Mason
Mayor

Doug Merry
Director

PROPOSED

RESIDENTIAL NEW CONSTRUCTION APPLICATION

APP. NO _____________________ Invoice No.___________

Project Address______________________________________

Contractor__________________________________________

Owner’s Name ______________________________________

Company Name _____________________________________

Owner’s Address_____________________________________
NO PO BOXES
City __________________State _______ZIP _____________

Address ___________________________________________

Phone # _________________ cell # _____________________

Phone # _________________ cell # _____________________

Email: ____________________________________________

Email: _____________________________________________

Estimated Construction Cost __________________________
Signature of Applicant ________________________________
Title ______________________ Date ___________________

City ____________________State ______ZIP ____________

Permit will not be issued without these approvals.
Zoning Permit Number:_____________________
Storm Water Approval: _____________________

• NEW SINGLE FAMILY UNIT; NEW MULTI-FAMILY UNIT; ROOM ADDITION; ATTACHED GARAGE
Square footage calculations:
Full Basement: Finished ___ or Unfinished ___
_____________ Sq. ft.
First Floor
_____________ Sq. ft.
Second Floor/ Bonus Room
_____________ Sq. ft.
Addition Floors
_____________ Sq. ft.
Attached Garage
_____________ Sq. ft.
Attached Accessory Structures (Sunrooms/Decks)
_____________ Sq. ft.
Total Square footage
_____________ Sq. ft.
Fee Calculation: Includes Structural, Electric and HVAC
Application Fee
Plan Review Fee and Inspection Fees
$15.00 per hundred square feet
Subtotal
1% State of Ohio Assessment Fee
Total Fee Building Plan Approval Fee
Residential Storm Water Fee
Total Permit Fees
• DETACHED ACCESSORY STRUCTURE > 200 Square feet
General Information:
Square Footage: _________ Sq. ft.
Check applicable construction type: Frame ______; Post and Beam ______; Masonry ______;
Wall Height ______ft. ; Height to peak of roof ______ft. ; Exterior Finish __________________________
Fee Calculation: Includes Structural and Electrical
Application Fee
Plan Review Fee and Inspection Fees
$15.00 per hundred square feet
Subtotal
1% State of Ohio Assessment Fee
Total Building Plan Approval fees
Residential Storm Water Fee
Total Permit Fees

$ 250.00_
$_______
$_______
$_______
$_______
$ 50.00__
$ _______

$ 100.00
$______
$______
$______
$______
$ 50.00_
$ ______

• DECKS, PORCHES, YARD STRUCTURES: Plan approval and permit required if one or more listed conditions apply:
Attached to the primary structure and serves as part of the primary means of egress; is greater than 200 square feet or has a
floor height greater than thirty inches above finish grade. (Includes carports and preassembled storage buildings)
General Information:
Square Footage: _______
Finish Floor Height measured from finish grade: ________
Fee Calculation:
Application Fee
Plus $1.00 per square foot for Plan Review and Inspection Fees
1% State of Ohio Assessment Fee
Total Fees

$ 25.00
$ _____
$ _____
$ _____

• FENCES > 6ft in height.
General Information:
Height measured from finish grade to the top of any fence component ____________
Check applicable construction type:
Wood _____ Metal _____ Vinyl _____ Masonry ______ Other ________________ Pre-manufactured: Yes ___ No ___
Fee Calculation:
Application, Plan Review and Inspection Fees
$75.00
1% State of Ohio Assessment Fee
$.75
Total Fees
$75.75
• RETAINING WALLS > four feet from the bottom of the footing
General Information:
Square Footage: _______ ; Finish Height measured from bottom of footing: ___________
Fee Calculation:
Application, Plan Review and Inspection Fees
1% State of Ohio Assessment Fee
Total Fees
May require separate Storm Water Application

$75.00
$.75
$75.75

PAYMENT BY CASH, CARD OR CHECK
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE: CITY OF ZANESVILLE
401 Market Street, Zanesville, OH 43701
CONTRACT INSPECTIONS OR ADDITIONAL INSPECTIONS REQUIRED AS A RESULT OF NON-COMPLIANT WORK
SHALL BE $100.00. THE REQUEST FOR THE INSPECTION MUST BE IN WRITING AND THE FEE SHALL BE PAID
PRIOR TO THE INSPECTION.

Required for Plan Approval:
_____ Two sets of Construction Drawings and specifications submitted on minimum 8x11 paper
_____ Zoning Approval Including Historic Preservation Approval
_____ Storm Water Approval
Required Detailed Information on Construction Drawings and Specifications:
_____ Footprint
_____ Elevations
_____ Footing
_____ Foundation
_____ Floor Framing
_____ Exterior Wall framing to include wind bracing details as to type and location of bracing.
_____ Exterior Wall Envelope (Subsiding, vapor barrier, exterior finish, weatherproofing etc.)
_____ Roof Framing; Components and Type of Roof Covering; Copy of engineered truss drawings if applicable.
_____ Electric
_____ HVAC
_____ Energy Compliance Pathway Selection
_____ Calculations or Engineered designs for Point loads and uplift. (Girders, Headers, jack studs, hold down devices etc.)
_____ Fire Separation
_____ Interior Wall Framing
_____ Interior Wall Finish

Public Safety Department
401 Market Street, Zanesville, Ohio 43701
Phone: (740) 617-4890

Don Mason
Mayor

Doug Merry
Director

Contractor Registration Proposal 2020
Researched three different scenarios.
City Of Columbus which is very comprehensive:
• Home Improvement General Contractors License which covers almost a phases of home improvements/
construction covered under the Residential Code of Ohio for One, Two and Three Family dwellings.
• Requires 3 full years of documented experience
• Requires a passing score on the Home Improvement Contractor Test administered by the International
Code Council.
• Requires Proof of Liability Insurance (Minimum $300K per person and $500k per occurrence)
• Requires Proof of Worker’s Compensation
• Requires a $25,000 Performance Bond
• Requires Board Approval
• $185 Filing Fee for the approval of the license and $350.00 Registration Fee
• Home Improvement Limited Contractors License which covers specialized phases of home improvements/
construction covered under the Residential Code of Ohio for One, Two and Three Family dwellings. License
can be applied for in one of the following categories:
• Roofing • Siding, windows and doors • Decks • Basement waterproofing • Prefabricated Fireplaces and Wood
or Coal Stoves • Masonry Fireplaces • Fencing • Sidewalks and Driveways
• Exterior lathing and stucco • Swimming Pools and Spas • Asphalt Paving • Irrigation Sprinklers
• Gypsum Board
• Requires One year (Minimum 1600 hours) hands on experience at the specific craft with no testing.
• Requires Proof of Liability Insurance (Minimum $300K per person and $500k per occurrence)
• Requires Proof of Worker’s Compensation
• Requires a $25,000 Performance Bond
• Requires Board Approval
• $185 Filing Fee for the approval of the license and $350.00 Registration Fee
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Public Safety Department
401 Market Street, Zanesville, Ohio 43701
Phone: (740) 617-4890

Don Mason
Mayor

Doug Merry
Director

City of Lancaster
Contractor Registration
Register all Residential and Commercial Contractors
• Registrations fall under three categories
• General
• Businesses or Companies engaged in building construction and hire subcontractors to
provide general construction services for specific skilled trades.
• Home Improvement/Specialty
• Drywall/ Plaster • Deck • Demolition/Hauling • Excavation/ Tapping
• Framing • Gutter/ Spouting • Landscaping • Masonry/Cement/Asphalt
• Roofing • Siding • Sign and Graphics • Swimming Pool/Spas
• Waterproofing • Windows
• Skilled Trade (Commercial Contractors are required to have a current state license to register.)
• Electrician • Fire/Security Detection and Suppression • Hydronic
• HVAC • Plumber • Refrigeration
• Registration Requirements
• Proof of Liability Insurance with $300k minimum coverage
• Workers Compensation Certificate
• $15,000 Performance Bond payable to The City of Lancaster
• $150.00 Registration Fee for each major category.
Summit County Colorado
• Registers General Contractors, Mechanical Contractors, Plumbing Contractors, Electrical Contractors
and Alternate Energy Contractors-(Must be a certified NABCEP PV Installer)
• Registration Requirements
• $300 k General Liability Insurance
• $100.00 Registration Fee with $50.00 Renewal Fee if paid between 12/1 through 1/31
(Plumbing and Electrical Contractors exempt from the fee as they are required to have a
State License)
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Public Safety Department
401 Market Street, Zanesville, Ohio 43701
Phone: (740) 617-4890

Don Mason
Mayor

Doug Merry
Director

Proposed City of Zanesville
Register all Residential Contractors and Commercial Contractors doing residential work:
• Registration Requirements
• Proof of Liability Insurance with $300k minimum coverage
• Workers Compensation Certificate
• $15,000 Performance Bond payable to The City of Zanesville
Registrations would fall under four categories
• General ($200.00 Initial $100 Renewal)
• Businesses or Companies engaged in building construction and hire subcontractors to
provide general construction services for specific skilled trades.
• Home Improvement/Specialty ($150.00 plus $10.00 each additional category Initial $75.00
Renewal.)
• Drywall/ Plaster • Deck • Demolition/Hauling/Excavation/ Tapping
• Framing • Landscaping • Masonry/Cement/Asphalt
• Roofing • Siding/ Gutters/ Spouting/Widows/doors • Swimming Pool/Spas
• Waterproofing
• Skilled Trade---Only required to obtain Residential Permits with option to register if they want
included in website publishing. ($150.00 plus $10.00 each additional category Initial $75.00
Renewal)
• Fire/Security Detection and Suppression • Hydronic
• HVAC • Plumber • Refrigeration • Sign and Graphics
• Electrical Contracting Company—Must have a minimum of one State Licensed Employee
($150.00 Initial $75.00 Renewal)
• Each Individual State Licensed Electrician ($25.00)
• Each Master Electrician ($60.00 Initial $30.00 Renewal)*
• Each Journeyman Electrician ($40.00 Initial $20.00 Renewal)*
*If you are currently registered with the City of Zanesville you need only to pay
the renewal fee.
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